Modelling planar polarity of epithelia: the role of signal relay in collective cell polarization
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Collective cell polarization is an important characteristic of tissues. Epithelia commonly display cellular structures that are polarized within the plane of the tissue. Establishment of this planar cell polarity requires mechanisms that locally align polarized structures between neighbouring cells, as well as cues that provide global information about alignment relative to an axis of a tissue. In the Drosophila ovary, the cadherin Fat2 is required to orient actin filaments located at the basal side of follicle cells perpendicular to the long axis of the egg chamber. The mechanisms direction this orientation of actin filaments, however, remain unknown. Here we show, using genetic mosaic analysis, that Fat2 is essential for the local alignment of actin filaments and egg chamber elongation depend on the activity of the protein Fat2 [13] (figure 1h and the electronic supplementary material, figure S1). Fat2 is a member of the cadherin superfamily of Ca2+-dependent cell adhesion molecules that is involved in cell-cell interactions [14]. The localization of Fat2 protein is polarized in the basal plane of follicle cells. Fat2 protein is enriched only on one of the two sides of follicle cells where the basal actin filaments terminate [13]. The mechanism by which Fat2 directs the orientation of basal actin filaments remains, however, poorly understood. Here we show, using a combination of mosaic genetic analysis and computational modelling, that Fat2 is dispensable for the local alignment of basal actin filaments between neighbouring cells, but that Fat2 instead is required for propagating global polarity information within the follicle epithelium through direct cell-cell contact. Our computational model might be more generally applicable to study collective cell polarization in tissues.
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1. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The planar polarization of structures like hairs or trichomes on the surface of epithelial sheets is common to animals [1–6]. Mathematical models of planar polarization based on complex feedback interaction schemes [7], feedback loops combined with external signalling of stochasticity [8] or mechanical tension [9] have been developed for vector cellular structures like the distally pointing hairs on the Drosophila wing. The Drosophila follicle epithelium, a sheet of cells surrounding the germinal cells within each egg chamber of the ovary, is a useful system to study planar polarity. Follicle cells display at their basal side bundles of contractile actin filaments. These actin filaments are oriented perpendicular to the anteroposterior (long) axis of the egg chamber, but they do not necessarily have a common polarity on this axis [10,11] (figure 1a,e and the electronic supplementary material, figure S1). The planar orientation of basal actin filaments appears to be important for the elongation of egg chambers along their anteroposterior axis that takes place during oogenesis [12]. We have recently shown that the planar orientation of actin filaments and egg chamber elongation depend on the activity of the protein Fat2 [13] (figure 1b,f and the electronic supplementary material, figure S1). Fat2 is a member of the cadherin superfamily of Ca2+-dependent cell adhesion molecules that is involved in cell-cell interactions [14]. The localization of Fat2 protein is polarized in the basal plane of follicle cells. Fat2 protein is enriched only on one of the two sides of follicle cells where the basal actin filaments terminate [13]. The mechanism by which Fat2 directs the orientation of basal actin filaments remains, however, poorly understood. Here we show, using a combination of mosaic genetic analysis and computational modelling, that Fat2 is dispensable for the local alignment of basal actin filaments between neighbouring cells, but that Fat2 instead is required for propagating global polarity information within the follicle epithelium through direct cell-cell contact.

2. THE ORIENTATION OF ACTIN FILAMENTS IS RELATED TO CELL ELONGATION

The contraction of basal actin filaments could contribute to the elongation of cells that drive the thickening of the egg chamber along its anteroposterior axis. We therefore used automated image analysis [9] to test for a preferential elongation direction of follicle cells. Follicle cells were preferentially elongated along the anteroposterior axis of wild-type stage 12 egg chambers (figure 1c,g and the electronic supplementary material, figure S1). Interestingly, follicle cells were also preferentially elongated along this axis, though to a lesser extent, in fat258D, a null allele of fat2 [13], egg chambers...
Figure 1. (a,b) Orientation of basal actin filaments and cell elongation in the follicle epithelium. Control (a) and a fat2^{58D} mutant (b) stage 12 egg chamber stained for F-actin (purple) and PSβ-integrin (green), a marker for basal cell outlines. Yellow bars highlight the orientation of actin filaments. (c,d) Cell meshwork based on PSβ-integrin staining for the egg chambers shown in (a) and (b), respectively. Green bars represent orientation and magnitude of cell elongation. (e,f) Angular distribution of actin filaments of control (e) and fat2^{58D} mutant (f) stage 12 egg chambers. The numbers refer to the fraction of cells in a bin as a percentage of the total number of cells analysed. (g,h) Angular distribution of cell elongation in the plane of the epithelium of control (g) and fat2^{58D} mutant (h) stage 12 egg chambers. (i,j) Distributions of relative angles between actin filaments and cell elongation of control (i) and fat2^{58D} mutant (j) stage 12 egg chambers. (k,l) Stage 12 egg chamber with a small (k) or high (l) fraction of fat2^{58D} homozygous mutant cells stained for F-actin (red). Mutant cells are marked by the absence of CD2 (green). (m,n) Magnified view of the basal actin filaments of the area indicated by a square in (k) and (l), respectively. (o) The angle in degrees between actin filaments of neighbouring cells measured in mosaic egg chambers containing more than 50% fat2^{58D} mutant cells for interfaces between wild-type cells (green columns), between fat2^{58D} mutant cells (red columns), and between wild-type and fat2^{58D} mutant cells (blue columns) as a fraction of the total number of cells analysed for each genotype. Mean and s.e.m. are shown. (p) The fraction of cells with actin filaments polarized ±10° perpendicular to the long axis of egg chambers for all cells (blue), wild-type cells (green) and fat2^{58D} mutant cells (red). A total of 3710 follicle cells in 32 egg chambers were analysed. Scale bars: (a,b) 30 μm; (k,l) 100 μm and (m,n) 20 μm.
These results indicate that Fat2 plays only a minor role in the oriented elongation of follicle cells. Moreover, in wild-type egg chambers, basal actin filaments were oriented roughly perpendicular to the long axis of follicle cells (figure 1i and the electronic supplementary material, figure S1). By contrast, in fat258D mutant egg chambers, follicle cells were preferentially elongated parallel to the actin filaments (figure 1j and the electronic supplementary material, figure S1). Thus, when the actin filaments are poorly aligned relative to the anteroposterior axis of the egg chamber, then there seems to be no contractile force exerted via the filaments and the cells end up longer on the axis of the filaments. However, when all actin filaments within egg chambers are aligned, cells are contracted on this axis and elongated perpendicular to the actin filaments. Proper actin alignment could thus facilitate the lengthening of the egg chamber during development by elongating cells along the anteroposterior axis.

3. FAT2 IS REQUIRED FOR THE PROPAGATION OF GLOBAL POLARITY INFORMATION

The alignment of basal actin filaments both depends on mechanisms that locally align the filaments between neighbouring cells and on mechanisms that align the filaments relative to the axis of the egg chamber. To test whether Fat2 is involved in one or both of these mechanisms, we generated mosaic egg chambers mutant for fat258D using the FRT-Flp system [15]. Small patches of follicle cells mutant for fat2 still aligned their actin filaments properly in respect to their neighbours and to the long axis of the egg chamber [13] (figure 1k,m). However, when large patches of follicle cells were mutant for fat2, then both mutant cells and the remaining wild-type cells failed to align their actin filaments perpendicular to the anteroposterior axis of the egg chamber [13] (figure 1l,n). Cells, however, still preferentially aligned their actin filaments parallel to their neighbours. The extent to which cells aligned their actin filaments to their neighbours was similar for interfaces between wild-type
cells, between \(fat^{258D}\) mutant cells, or between wild-type and \(fat^{258D}\) mutant cells (figure 1). Taken together, these results demonstrate that Fat2 is not required for locally aligning actin filaments between neighbouring cells, but rather suggest that Fat2 is involved in aligning actin filaments perpendicular to the anteroposterior axis of the egg chamber.

4. ACTIN FILAMENT ALIGNMENT INVOLVES THE ORCHESTRATED ACTION OF FOLLICLE CELLS

The proper alignment of basal actin filaments perpendicular to the anteroposterior axis of the egg chamber strictly depends on the fraction of \(fat^{2}\) mutant cells in the follicle epithelium. For mutant fractions smaller than approximately 50 per cent, actin filaments were oriented perpendicular to the anteroposterior axis of egg chambers (figure 1p). By contrast, when the mutant fraction exceeded approximately 50 per cent, actin filaments were no longer appropriately oriented with respect to the anteroposterior axis of egg chambers in either wild-type or \(fat^{258D}\) mutant cells (figure 1p). These results show that the fraction of wild-type cells to mutant \(fat^{258D}\) follicle cells is important for the alignment of actin filaments relative to the anteroposterior axis of the egg chamber and that this alignment involves the orchestrated action of a large number of follicle cells.

5. A MONTE CARLO SIMULATION TO MODEL THE GLOBAL ALIGNMENT OF ACTIN FILAMENTS

The threshold for proper actin filament alignment near 50 per cent \(fat^{2}\) mutant fraction is reminiscent of the critical percolation threshold at this value that has been established theoretically for the node percolation problem on the triangular lattice [16]. The percolation theory describes the behaviour of connected clusters on lattices with randomly occupied sites, and the percolation threshold refers to the critical occupation probability at which long-range connectivity first occurs. To test whether the establishment of planar cell polarity in the follicle epithelium might rely on long-range connectivity, we used computational modelling employing the Monte Carlo (MC) algorithm. This method, widely used in various applications, does not attempt to reproduce actual dynamics but identifies preferred configurations by assigning to each cell a certain ‘energy’ \(E\) depending on the polarity of each cell and its neighbours, and evolving the system in the direction minimizing its overall energy.

We simulated the follicle epithelium as a honeycomb array consisting of \(2^{10}\) hexagonal cells. For convenience, the array is taken to be doubly periodic. The orientation of ‘actin filaments’ is reflected by one of three possible polarization directions normal to one of the three pairs of sides of a cell. A local source emanating a signal specifying global polarity is introduced as a certain row of cells. We assume that Fat2 is required for the propagation of the signal and that Fat2 does not impose directionality on the spreading of the signal.

In our simulations, we therefore allow the signal to spread along the three polarization axes. In analogy to our experiments, two distinct types of cells are defined: ‘wild-type’ cells that transmit the signal propagating from the signal source and ‘mutant’ cells that are disabled to transmit such a signal. Mutant cells, like wild-type cells, tend to be aligned with neighbouring cells. Common alignment of adjacent cells is encouraged by assigning to each cell an energy gain \(E_0\) (taken as unity) when both cells are polarized normally to their common border. In addition, wild-type cells are assigned energy gain \(E_1\) when they are oriented in the preferred ‘vertical’ direction (to reflect the orientation of actin filaments perpendicular to the anteroposterior axis of egg chambers). This assignment is, however, conditioned on their connection to the signal source: we assume that wild-type cells adopt the vertical orientation only when they are reached by a signal propagating through other wild-type cells. Disconnected wild-type cells, similar to mutant cells, can acquire a proper polarization direction only under the influence of their neighbours.

The simulations have been carried out in the following way. First, locations of mutant cells are assigned. In order to imitate the experimental procedure, we generated cell patterns by seeding the lattice with a number of wild-type and mutant cells proportional to their chosen concentration and allowing the ‘seeds’ to grow in a random fashion by assigning the same cell type to neighbouring ‘empty’ cells until the type of every cell is assigned and a preset mutant fraction is reached. Second, we find the cluster of wild-type cells that is connected to the signal source. Initially, orientation of all cells is assigned at random, so that each orientation has the probability 1/3. After this, the MC algorithm [17] is implemented: at each step a randomly chosen cell is addressed, and its polarization is changed if it leads to energy gain and left unchanged otherwise. Typically, about 20 Monte Carlo cycles (MCC) are sufficient to reach a stationary configuration (MCC denotes the number of steps equal to the number of cells, e.g. \(2^{10}\) in our case).

6. SIMULATED CONFIGURATIONS OF ACTIN FILAMENT ORIENTATION REVEAL A CRITICAL MUTANT FRACTION

Some typical final configurations obtained in simulations are shown in figure 2a,b. Mutant cells are shaded red and connected wild-type cells are shaded green; disconnected wild-type cells are unshaded and lines show the polarization direction. Figure 2c shows the fraction of ‘vertically’ polarized cells as a function of mutant concentration. Each point representing mutant cell fractions from 1/16 to 15/16 is obtained as the average of 50 runs with different distributions of mutant cells and connected clusters. For mutant fractions between 1/16 and 7/16, the fraction of polarized cells was close to 1. For larger mutant fractions, the fraction of polarized cells decreased with increasing mutant fractions. Individual runs are rather noisy near and beyond the critical mutant concentration, as seen in figure 2d where, in imitation of figure 1p, results
of 32 runs with randomly chosen mutant fractions are shown. Compared with the experimental data (figure 1p), the transition zone between polarized and non-polarized cells was broadened in the simulation, indicating that the simulation does not entirely capture the complexity of the biological system. We note that in our simulation attempts where all wild-type cells were assigned an energy gain when they were oriented vertically, irrespectively of their connection to the signal source, the polarized fraction decreased in a roughly linear fashion with growing mutant fraction and never exhibited a sharp transition (figure 2c). We have also tried various nonlinear energy functions dependent on the polarizations of closest neighbours, but in no case a sharp transition has been detected without taking into account the effect of a direct relay of a signal from a source. Our simulations, thus, stress the importance of a direct signal relay mechanism for the emergence of planar cell polarity and support our conclusion that Fat2 controls the orientation of actin filaments by propagating a polarity signal from a signal source by direct cell–cell interactions.

7. CONCLUSIONS

We demonstrate that Fat2 is not involved in the local alignment of actin filaments between neighbouring cells, but instead our results show that Fat2 is required for the global alignment of actin filaments relative to the anteroposterior axis of egg chambers. Mosaic genetic analysis revealed that the global alignment of actin filaments involves the orchestrated action of a large fraction of follicle cells. Our simulations indicate that this orchestrated action relies on the propagation of a signal from a localized signal source through direct cell–cell contact. The source and nature of the signal are currently unknown. Previously, graded molecular cues [18] or directed mechanical stresses [9,19] have been shown to specify global polarity in tissues. In the follicle epithelium, circumstantial evidence indicates that polar cells, specialized follicle cells located at the two poles of egg chambers, might act as a source of a molecular signal [20]. Alternatively, two groups of cells at the poles of the egg chamber show oscillating contractions that might act as sources of a mechanical signal [11]. Our modelling tools make it possible to deduce the position of the signal source from the spatial distribution of connected and unconnected wild-type cells, provided signal diffusion and polarization times are comparable. Further genetic mosaic analysis will be required to test this prediction.
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